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New Partnership
Building partnerships with corporate organisations can
really provide great benefits for small charities. This year
we were delighted to team up with the Mott MacDonald
Group, a consultancy headquartered in the United
Kingdom which employs 16,000 staff in 150 countries.
The partnership has begun with us training some of their
graduates in industry mentoring and matching them
with the needs of young people. This provides KORI with
new informed mentors and develops the personal and
professional capabilities of Mott Macdonald staff. We
provide all of our mentors with on-going training and
support as they work one-to one with young people,
directing them into training and work, as well as giving
them other personalised support for up to eighteen
months.

Vessel UK Programme
– Daigo 3 Digital
The Vessel UK Programme was active in June preparing
students from the University of West England, Bristol, for
the third project in the three-way partnership. Working
closely with University lead Mian Ng, students were invited
to apply to join the project from the departments of Law,
Midwifery, Architecture and Art & Design. KORI processed
student applications, carried out interviews and then put
them through the mandatory Vessel UK training; providing
students with a comprehensive understanding of context,
and addressing prejudices and bias. We then worked with
the UWE students closely to create relevant projects for the
education gaps identified by our partner, in The Gambia
.’ 32 UWE students worked successfully with 43 Gambian
students over the month. For a fuller understanding
of the project read: https://kori.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/12/Daigo-3-2.pdf
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Early Prevention Work
Romel was referred to us just before his fourteenth birthday,
excluded from school in North London and recovering from being
seriously injured in a violent incident.
His family had to move into temporary accommodation to get him
away from issues arising within his own peer group. He was referred
to KORI by social services after support from another organisation
came to an abrupt end when their funding ran out.
These are young people facing crisis that need the consistent and
compassionate close work that KORI’s long experience enables.
Our programme manager worked with Romel, building a strong
relationship with him as well as broadening his horizons by involving
him in conversations with others, training workshops, and soon,
when he is ready, counselling, projects and respite trips. We find
that young people like Romel do not fit neatly into any of our
programmes at first but with time and inclusion and well considered
interventions we eventually get them moving forward. At the end of
the day not giving up on him is what will make the most difference.

A New Treasurer
We would like to give a big welcome to our new
treasurer, Michael Fear. He comes to us from the
banking world and is determined to develop
new systems for KORI making accounting and
financial transparency much easier. We are
hopeful that with his support we will improve
our fundraising efforts to support our aims for
KORI going forward!

A thank you to the Blue Thread Flow Funding Grant whose donation of £1,000 has gone towards our inhouse counselling service that provides free or partially- funded one to one counselling for young people,
enabling them easy and quick access through a simple referral form, when they need it most.
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